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MEM p 78.    TMA-2 -

11.0 mg - day of lunch faces, fun, nausea of ice-cream cone.

       MEM (11.0 mg)                           TMA2 (11.0mg)

  10:20AM. 11.0 mg.                         10:00AM 11.0 mg 9/26/67
  12:00 lunch - long - many faces - down    12-1 lunch more faces, more need of
 to Peppers - ice cream. - to Robert's lab.   language control then MEM - afternoon
  1:20 - telephone - each side descending.  into 2 or so before the intensified
 concentrate on both -> rotation.           black & white sparkle was certain to
 books to office (1:30) & comments.         be dying out.
  1:20 -> 1:30 slow - am sure no H2O next      At no point was this more than
 day.                                       very rich threshold - but it was
                                            there and a real unworld.
  2:00 coming out - hazy - never               As a unworld agent - this is 
 in control.                                the more potent - but for
                                            giggle & fun - MEM is probably
                                            more effective.
                    at first approx ──> A = B <──
                 must try both at maybe 15 mg. Maybe try will.

  MEM  Robert 12.5 mg = 10 mg TMA-2 p 112.
              18 mg active  p 78
        ATS   p 78 and above.
              -
  6/9/76  8 mg ATS n.e.
              +  1:00PM
 6/23/76 12 mg ATS threshold - 1:30 (2:30) real - some temple pressure & light-
              +    headed- at AM 3:00-4:00 still real - out 5:00. complete control.
11/20/76 16 mg ATS 1:30 pm afternoon of Pacific Overtures - possible marginal
                   effect - the ???? was itself bizarre - no evening problems.
                   Not a good expt.
 4/23/77 20 mg ++  details on page 229 
 4/29/77 25 mg ++  details on page 229
  5/4/77 30 mg ++  details on page 229
 5/11/77 30 mg ++  see p 229, 233
 5/21/77 40 mg  +  see p 229, 233
 9/19/77 60 mg +++

  TMA-2  12/24/75 8 mg ATS (11:20AM)
   1:30  clear threshold
   2:20  still threshold.
               ±
   3/1/76 10 mg 5:15 0:00 ; 1:00 - 1:30 dinner -
  strange evening (no EtOH > 1 month) stomach
  cramp, but N. very ill. Read easily at 5:00
  and slept well. Bare threshold, that's all.
                               ++
  5/30/76 12+1 (blowout)= 13 mg rather effective
  dose - more than threshold - see p 185
   2/6/77 16 mg ± 10:10AM =[0:00][1:05] sl.lighthead [2:00]
  more noticeable - am I suppressing? [10:00] out if I was
  in! slight if any effects.
   4/2/77 20 mg ++ continue on 224
  10/6/77 25 mg + see page 224


